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Abstract The airborne fraction of atmospheric CO2 (AF), defined as the annual global CO2 growth rate
(dCO2/dt) divided by the total emission of CO2 from combustion of fossil fuels and land use change (LUC), has
a long‐term average of∼0.44 over the past six decades. When quantifying trends in AF it is important to account
for inter‐annual variability in dCO2/dt due to natural factors such as the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO)
and major volcanic eruptions, as well as assumptions regarding LUC. Here, a multiple linear regression model is
used to compute dCO2/dt as a function of anthropogenic CO2 emissions, ENSO indices, and stratospheric
aerosol optical depth (a proxy for major volcanic eruptions), for numerous time series of the emission of CO2
due to LUC (ELUC). For 20 out of 21 previously published ELUC time series, the trend in AF adjusted for natural
variability (AFADJ) over 1959 to 2021 exhibits a trend that is statistically indistinguishable from zero and lacks
statistical significance at the 95% confidence interval. Therefore, it is most likely that the relative efficacy of the
combined global terrestrial biosphere and oceanic carbon sinks has been fairly constant on a global scale over
the past six decades. Since the trend in AF exhibits considerable variability depending on which ELUC time
series is used, more precise knowledge of the actual value of the AF trend will require resolving the current large
differences in various estimates of ELUC.

Plain Language Summary The term airborne fraction (AF) refers to the annual rise in globally
averaged atmospheric CO2 divided by the total annual anthropogenic emissions of CO2. There is considerable
interest in determining whether AF is changing over time because a rise in AF would imply the existence of a
feedback between climate change and the global carbon cycle. Such a feedback might inhibit society's ability to
limit global warming to a particular threshold, such as the 1.5°C target and 2°C goal of the Paris Agreement.
Here, we analyze trends in AF by accounting for variations in the annual growth rate of atmospheric CO2
induced by ENSO events and major volcanic eruptions. We examine trends in AF over various time periods and
for 21 previously published estimates of the global, annual emission of CO2 due to land use change (ELUC). For
20 out of these 21 estimates of ELUC, we find that AF has not changed in a statistically significant manner over
the past six decades. Our study also highlights the importance of resolving large differences in previously
published estimates of ELUC to better determine the true value of the trend in AF.

1. Introduction
It is well established that the increase in atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) since the dawn of the Industrial
Revolution, and perhaps as early as the Agricultural Revolution (Ruddiman et al., 2020), is nearly entirely due to
human activity (IPCC, 2021). The rise in atmospheric CO2 is the result of emissions from the combustion of fossil
fuels, industrial processes, and cement production (EFOS), as well as changes in land use (ELUC) for agricultural
and urban development (Friedlingstein et al., 2022). Just under half of all anthropogenic emissions of CO2 have
remained in the atmosphere throughout this time period (Canadell et al., 2021; van Marle et al., 2022). The annual
global atmospheric CO2 growth rate (i.e., the observed rise in the global CO2 mixing ratio for a given year) has
been subject to a high degree of interannual variability (IAV) over the past 60 years of continual‐direct atmo-
spheric CO2 measurements (Ballantyne et al., 2012; Conway et al., 1994; Friedlingstein et al., 2022), despite a
comparatively steady rise in annual anthropogenic emissions of CO2. Much of the observed IAV comes from
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factors such as the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) (Betts et al., 2016; Gurney et al., 2012; Jones &
Cox, 2005; Keeling et al., 1995; Zhang et al., 2019) and major volcanic eruptions that injected aerosol particles
into the stratosphere, thereby altering the ratio of diffuse to direct sunlight (Dutton & Bodhaine, 2001; Dutton &
Christy, 1992; Frölicher et al., 2013; Gu et al., 2003; Gurney et al., 2012) received at the surface. It has also long
been recognized that feedbacks between climate change and the global carbon cycle due to factors such as drought
(Cox et al., 2000; Zhao & Running, 2010), expansion or contraction of climatic regimes (Graham et al., 1990), the
greening of the biosphere (Friedlingstein et al., 1995), and a possible decline in the global ocean sink efficiency
(Revelle & Suess, 1957) can affect the uptake of CO2 by both the ocean and land carbon sinks (Forkel et al., 2016;
Grossiord et al., 2020; Pugh et al., 2018; Smith & Dukes, 2017). However, ocean uptake of CO2 also depends on
the strength of the overturning circulation, which varies on decadal time scales (DeVries et al., 2017). As such, the
past and future evolution of the rise in atmospheric CO2 depends on a considerable number of complex, inter-
acting factors.

The annual Global Carbon Budget (GCB) 2022 report (Friedlingstein et al., 2022) defines the CO2 mass bal-
ance as:

EFOS(t) + ELUC(t) = GATM(t) + SOCEAN(t) + SLAND(t) (1)

where the anthropogenic emissions of CO2 due to fossil fuel combustion, industrial processes, and cement
production, and land use change are represented on the left‐hand side of Equation 1. The GCB 2022 estimate for
EFOS is based primarily upon energy data from the United Nations. In contrast, the estimate for ELUC is based on
output from several land use bookkeeping models in addition to multiple Dynamical Global Vegetation Models
(DGVMs). The first term on the right side, GATM, is the annual mean global CO2 growth rate in the atmosphere,
referred to below as dCO2/dt. The next two terms represent the carbon sinks, where the uptake of CO2 by the
oceans (SOCEAN) is estimated using an ensemble of global ocean biochemistry models (GOBMs), where some
models are constrained by ocean pCO2 measurements (Fay et al., 2021), and the uptake of CO2 by the land sinks
(SLAND) is estimated by multiple DGVMs. The terms in Equation 1 are typically evaluated in the GCB reports on
an annual time scale.

The annual airborne fraction (AF) is the ratio of CO2 that remains in the atmosphere relative to the total
anthropogenic emission of CO2 released over the course of a year:

AF(t) =
dCO2/dt (t)

(EFOS(t) + ELUC(t))
(2)

AF is a simple metric used to examine the relative efficiency of the combined ocean and land carbon sinks.
Numerous studies have investigated the trends in AF that have reached varied and often contradictory conclu-
sions. Analyses by Canadell et al. (2007), Le Quéré et al. (2009), and Raupach et al. (2008, 2014) found that the
trend in AF is positive, with statistical significance, when using filtering methods to remove the effects of natural
variability from ENSO and volcanoes. Studies conducted by Knorr (2009) and Frölicher et al. (2013) reported that
the trend in AF is negative, at a statistically insignificant level, when also accounting for natural variability from
these factors. Ballantyne et al. (2012, 2015) and Bennedsen et al. (2019) found the trend in AF to be positive,
although not statistically significant, without consideration for the influence of ENSO and major volcanic
eruptions. A recent analysis conducted by van Marle et al. (2022) found that the trend in AF, when adjusted for
ENSO and volcanoes, varies upon consideration of alternate ELUC time series and report a decline in AF based on
their independently estimated ELUC data set. van Marle et al. (2022) calculate their ELUC time series for use in
their AF trend analysis from visibility observations used as a proxy for fire emissions, along with bookkeeping
estimates for other regions of the terrestrial biosphere.

Earth System Models (ESMs) with coupled carbon cycles are becoming more prevalent when projecting global
warming. Section 5.4.5 of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Sixth Assessment Report
(AR6) (Canadell et al., 2021) details the response of atmospheric CO2 for simulations conducted using ESMs with
interactive carbon cycles. Canadell et al. (2021) conclude in Section 5.4.5.4 that “oceanic and terrestrial carbon
sinks are projected to continue to grow with increasing atmospheric concentrations of CO2, but the fraction of
emissions taken up by land and ocean is expected to decline as the CO2 concentration increases (high confi-
dence).” In other words, the consensus of Canadell et al. (2021) is that AF will increase over time. If AF is indeed
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increasing over time, then achieving the goal of the Paris Climate Agreement to limit the rise in global mean
surface temperature to 1.5°C, with an upper limit of 2°C warming, would be considerably more challenging than
is commonly appreciated (M. T. Huang & Zhai, 2021; Nicholls et al., 2021). Conversely, Pressburger et al. (2023)
use a reduced complexity climate model with a representation of terrestrial and ocean carbon sinks in a Monte
Carlo framework to conclude the trend in AF over 1960 to 2020 is highly likely to be negative.

In this study we conduct a trend analysis of AF over the observational period of 1959 through the end of 2021
using a value for AF found from the atmospheric growth rate of CO2 (AF

GLB− RAW), as well as using a time series
of AF adjusted for natural variability due to ENSO and stratospheric volcanic aerosols (AFGLB− ADJ). We use the
coefficients determined from a multiple linear regression (MLR) of dCO2/dt as a function of the anthropogenic
emission of CO2, ENSO, and stratospheric aerosol optical depth (SAOD) over land as a proxy for volcanic ac-
tivity to adjust the atmospheric CO2 growth rate for these two natural influences. Unique to this MLR analysis is
our treatment of ENSO separated into El Niño, neutral, and La Niña phases, an investigation of the combined
effects of a Central Pacific (CP) and Eastern Pacific (EP) ENSO (N4 and N1+2, respectively) compared to a
single ENSO index (N3.4) and our calculation of SAOD over land. Our primary time series for SOAD is based on
two sources: extinction coefficients used by the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 6 (CMIP6) for
Global Climate Models (GCMs) (Arfeuille et al., 2014), and the Global Space‐based Stratospheric Aerosol
Climatology (GloSSAC v2.2) (Thomason et al., 2018). Additionally, we quantify the sensitivity of trends in AF to
other specifications of SAOD. We assess the statistical significance of trends in AF using a series of Monte Carlo
(MC) simulations, in which the full range of uncertainty in each component of AF is considered. Furthermore, we
investigate the sensitivity of the trends in AF to variations in start and end year. We repeat this analysis both with
20 alternate data sets for ELUC from various modeling methods and one without ELUC to calculate AF trends
determined from EFOS only. A description of the data used, the MLR model, and the MC analysis appear in
Section 2. Section 3 details our results from these experiments, a discussion is provided in Section 4, and
concluding remarks are in Section 5.

2. Data and Methodology
2.1. Model Inputs

2.1.1. Atmospheric CO2 Growth Rate

Here we describe the computation of the atmospheric CO2 growth rate. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration's (NOAA) Earth System Research Laboratories (ESRL) defines the annual mean global CO2
growth rate (herein referred to as dCO2

GLB− RAW/dt) as the difference between globally averaged deseasonalized
mixing ratio of CO2, from the end of the year relative to the beginning of the year. The global atmospheric CO2
mixing ratios used to compute the annual CO2 growth rate are the averages of the December and January monthly
values: that is, the average of monthly mean CO2 measured in December 2019 and January 2020 is used to define
CO2 at the end of 2019 and at the beginning of 2020. The time series of dCO2

GLB− RAW/dt, provided by NOAA
ESRL, is shown in Figure 1b as the gray line, with dark and light shading representing the ±1σ and ±2σ total
uncertainties of this quantity as provided by NOAA (Ballantyne et al., 2012; Conway et al., 1994).

We compute dCO2
GLB− RAW/dt at a monthly time resolution (blue line in Figure 1b) by taking the sliding dif-

ference of the 2‐month running mean of the deseasonalized atmospheric global monthly mean CO2 mixing ratio
(orange line in Figure 1a) between successive years from 1980 onward, that is,:

dCOGLB‐RAW
2 /dt (t) =

CO2(t − 0.5) + CO2(t + 0.5)
2

−
CO2(t − 11.5) + CO2(t − 12.5)

2
(3)

In Equation 3 the increment of t is 1 month: the use of 2‐month means is motivated by our desire to be consistent
with formalism adopted by NOAA ESRL for their computation of the annual growth rate. A global time series of
monthly atmospheric CO2 is not available before 1979. Similar to Raupach et al. (2008, 2014) and Ballantyne
et al. (2012, 2015), we have reconstructed an estimate for global monthly mean CO2 from 1959 onward by taking
the average of observations of CO2 at Mauna Loa, Hawaii (MLO) and the South Pole (SPO), provided by NOAA
ESRL and the Scripps Institution of Oceanography (light blue line in Figure 1a). We again take the sliding
difference between subsequent years of the 2‐month running mean of the deseasonalized CO2 monthly mean at
MLO and SPO from the beginning of 1959 through 1980 to expand dCO2

GLB− RAW/dt to a monthly time grid. The
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last data point for dCO2
GLB− RAW/dt during the MLO and SPO time period occurs at 1980.083 with a value of

1.98 ± 0.10 ppm yr− 1, and the first data point for the global dCO2
GLB− RAW/dt calculated from global monthly

CO2 provided by NOAA occurs at 1980.125 with a value of 1.84± 0.10 ppm yr− 1. The similarity between the two

Figure 1. Time series used to model the annual growth rate of atmospheric CO2. (a) Seasonally adjusted 2‐month running
mean of globally averaged CO2 mixing ratios (orange), beginning of 1979 through the end of 2021, and seasonally adjusted
2‐month running mean of the average of the CO2 mixing ratio at Mauna Loa, HI (MLO) and the South Pole (SPO) (blue),
beginning of 1959 through the end of 2021. NOAA ESRL provides global and MLO observations of CO2; the Scripps
Institution of Oceanography provides SPO observations of CO2. (b) The annual atmospheric CO2 growth rate
(dCO2

GLB− RAW/dt) at a monthly time step (blue) and annual time step with ±1σ and ±2σ total uncertainties (gray).
dCO2

GLB− RAW/dt at an annual time step and the associated uncertainties are both provided by NOAAESRL. dCO2
GLB− RAW/

dt at monthly time steps is calculated from the seasonally adjusted CO2 observations shown in (a) using Equation 3.
(c) Anthropogenic CO2 emissions from fossil fuel combustion, industrial processes, and cement production (EFOS), including
the cement carbonation sink, with ±1σ and ±2σ total uncertainties (gray) and from land use change (ELUC), with ±1σ and
±2σ “semi‐quantitative” uncertainties (brown) from GCB 2022 (Friedlingstein et al., 2022) (see Friedlingstein et al. for their
definition of “semi‐quantitative”). (d) Globally averaged stratospheric aerosol optical depth (SAOD) over land, used as a
proxy for the influence of major volcanic eruptions, 80°N to 80°S, calculated from extinction coefficients used by CMIP6
GCMs for 1959 through 1978 and from SAOD in GloSSAC v2.2 from 1979 through the end of 2021. (e) Detrended Niño 4
index with El Niño, neutral, and La Niña phases in red, gray, and blue, respectively. (f) Detrended Niño 1+2 index with El
Niño, neutral, and La Niña phases also in red, gray, and blue. (g) Detrended Niño 3.4 index with El Niño, neutral, and La
Niña phases in red, gray, and blue. Phases of ENSO are classified by temperature anomalies above 0.5°C or below − 0.5°C
for 5 consecutive months.
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estimates of dCO2
GLB− RAW/dt shown in Figure 1b demonstrates that there is good continuity when joining these

two time series, as is also visually apparent in Figures 1a and 1b.

The estimated uncertainty in the atmospheric CO2 growth rate provided by NOAA (Figure 1b gray shading)
decreases over the observational period due to the addition of numerous CO2 monitoring sites around the world.
The 1σ uncertainty of dCO2

GLB− RAW/dt is relatively high from 1959 to 1979, averaging about 32% of the reported
growth rate over this time. The estimated uncertainty in the CO2 growth rate is relatively high early in the record
because this quantity is based only on observations made at MLO and SPO (Ballantyne et al., 2012). The
calculated uncertainty is lower from 1980 onward, averaging about 5% of the reported growth rate. The more
precise knowledge of the CO2 growth rate is due to the addition of multiple air sampling observational sites
worldwide (Conway et al., 1994).

We also analyze the CO2 growth rate observed only atMLO in additionalMLRmodeling cases and in our AF trend
analysis. We use data from this single site to address any potential issues that may result from reconstructing
monthly dCO2

GLB− RAW/dt that combines data fromMLO and SPOwith the global data for different time periods.
Furthermore, the uncertainty in dCO2/dt atMLO (dCO2

MLO− RAW/dt) is consistent at±0.11 ppm yr− 1 for each year
and comparatively lower than the uncertainty of dCO2

GLB− RAW/dt. The annual mean carbon dioxide growth rate at
MLO is defined by NOAA ESRL, again, as the difference between CO2 mixing ratios observed at the end of the
year and the beginning of the year. However, forMLO, the end and beginning of the year values of CO2 are defined
as the average of the November through February monthly mean observations of CO2. As previously stated, the
averageDecember and Januarymonthly values represent the end and beginning of the year for dCO2

GLB− RAW/dt. A
4‐month mean is used for the growth rate at MLO to limit the influence of month‐to‐month variability in the CO2
mixing ratio that may arise from anomalous winds and weather patterns at this location. We use the 4‐month
running mean of deseasonalized CO2 mixing ratios observed at MLO to calculate dCO2

MLO− RAW/dt at a
monthly time resolution, by taking the sliding difference between subsequent years in a manner similar to
Equation 3.

2.1.2. Anthropogenic CO2 Emissions

Annual anthropogenic emissions of CO2 due to fossil fuel combustion, industrial processes, and cement pro-
duction (EFOS), as well as emissions of CO2 associated with land use change (ELUC) are provided by GCB 2022
(Friedlingstein et al., 2022). The quantity EFOS, shown by the black line in Figure 1c, is the annual summation of
global emissions from the combustion of coal, natural gas, and liquid fuels. The quantity EFOS includes CO2
emissions from gas flaring, cement production, international aviation and maritime transport, as well as various
other industrial processes. The GCB estimate of EFOS is primarily based upon United Nations energy data. The
report lists a ±1σ total uncertainty for EFOS as ±5% of annual emissions, shown by the gray shading in Figure 1c.

New to the GCB 2020 report was the inclusion of a term for the cement carbonation sink (Friedlingstein
et al., 2020), which represents the absorption of atmospheric CO2 by cement following its production. The GCB
estimates the cement carbonation sink by taking the average from two studies (Cao et al., 2020; Guo et al., 2021)
that utilize the same model (Xi et al., 2016) with different inputs and parametrizations. The GCB report does not
include an uncertainty for this term. The cement carbonation sink is relatively small, removing an average of 2.1%
of EFOS from the atmosphere over the past decade.We assume this term is perfectly known because the magnitude
of this sink is less than the 1σ total uncertainty of EFOS.

The quantity ELUC accounts for CO2 fluxes from deforestation, afforestation, logging, shifting cultivation,
regrowth of forests, and some land management activities (Friedlingstein et al., 2022), as shown by the brown line
in Figure 1c. The GCB estimates ELUC by taking the average of three bookkeeping models: H&N (Houghton &
Nassikas, 2017), BLUE (bookkeeping of land use emissions) (Hansis et al., 2015), and OSCAR (Gasser
et al., 2020). The report lists a±1σ semi‐quantitative uncertainty for ELUC as 0.7 GtC yr

− 1 (±2.57 GtCO2 yr
− 1) for

each year, shown by the dark brown shading in Figure 1c.

We use the average of the three bookkeeping models for ELUC in our baseline MLR and AF trend analysis. The
GCB 2022 has also compiled 16 additional time series of ELUC from various Dynamic Global Vegetative Models
(DGVMs). We repeat our analysis using the three bookkeeping model estimates of ELUC individually, the 16
alternate time series for ELUC from each DGVM, and the mean of the 16 DGVMs. There are a total of 21 ELUC
estimates used in our analysis, all of which appear in Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1. We attribute an
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uncertainty of ±2.05 GtCO2 yr
− 1 to the 16 DGVMs, calculated as the mean of the annual standard deviation

across the 16 DGVMs. Annual CO2 emissions for all terms are assumed to represent emissions at the midpoint of
each year and are linearly interpolated onto a monthly time step for use in our MLR model in order to adjust the
CO2 growth rate for the influence of major volcanic eruptions and ENSO.

2.1.3. Stratospheric Aerosol Optical Depth

Major volcanic eruptions that inject large amounts of SO2 into the stratosphere have the potential to increase the
global uptake of atmospheric CO2 by plant photosynthesis, as explained below. In the stratosphere, volcanically
injected SO2 is converted to H2SO4 (sulfate aerosols), thereby enhancing stratospheric aerosol optical depth
(SAOD). The light scattering properties of sulfate aerosols in the stratosphere following major volcanic eruptions
lead to substantial increases in the amount of diffuse solar irradiance reaching the surface, as well as significant
decreases in the amount of direct solar radiation at the surface (Dutton & Bodhaine, 2001; Dutton &
Christy, 1992). Diffuse irradiance observed at MLO following the eruptions of El Chichón and Mount Pinatubo
increased by over 100Wm− 2, and direct radiation decreased by approximately 100Wm− 2, resulting in a net effect
of a slight decline in total solar radiation by about − 7 W m− 2 (E. G. Dutton & Bodhaine, 2001). Since scattered
light (diffuse irradiance) penetrates deeper into canopies than direct radiation, photosynthesis by the world's
forests increases during times of enhanced SAOD, resulting in a drawn‐down of atmospheric CO2. An observed
increase in photosynthesis occurred at Harvard Forest (a deciduous forest at 42.5°N, 72.2°W) following the
eruption of Mount Pinatubo (Gu et al., 2003), attributed to an enhancement in diffuse irradiance. Additionally,
some studies have attributed the observed drawdown in CO2 following the eruption of Mt. Pinatubo to reduced
plant respiration resulting from decreases in surface temperature (Jones & Cox, 2001; Lucht et al., 2002).

We calculate a time series for SAOD over global land surfaces from 1959 through the end of 2021 (purple line in
Figure 1d) from two sources for use in the MLR analysis. From 1959 to the end of 1978, SAOD is calculated from
extinction coefficients at 550 nm from the volcanic forcing data set used in CMIP6 GCMs (Arfeuille et al., 2014).
The extinction coefficients, provided as a function of latitude and altitude, are integrated from the tropopause to an
altitude of 39.5 km, at each 5° latitude bin from 80°S to 80°N. For the time period of 1979 through the end of
2020, SAOD values from the Global Space‐based Stratospheric Aerosol Climatology (GloSSAC v2.2) (Tho-
mason et al., 2018) data set at 525 nm in 5° latitude bins are used to calculate global SAOD from 80°S to 80°N.

The influence of SAOD on the carbon cycle occurs primarily over the terrestrial biosphere. Therefore, SAOD is
weighted by the land fraction at each latitude using the NOAA GHCN_CAMS Gridded 2m Temperature (Land)
data set (Fan & van den Dool, 2008). To approximate global mean SAOD over land, monthly mean SAOD is
weighted by the product of cosine latitude (surrogate for area) times the land fraction at each latitude. Figure S2 in
Supporting Information S1 shows the comparison of global mean SAOD weighted by cosine latitude alone and
weighted by both the product of cosine latitude and the land fraction. The greatest difference between these two
SAOD time series occurs after the 1963 eruption of Mount Agung in Indonesia. This eruption had a much more
considerable influence on SAOD in the southern hemisphere than the northern hemisphere, resulting in a
reduction of SAOD upon using the land fraction term. A moderate enhancement in SAOD due to land fraction
weighting occurs after the 1982 eruption of El Chichón in Mexico. Little effect is seen following the eruptions of
Fuego in 1974 and Mount Pinatubo in 1991. Throughout our analysis, we refer to this single time series of global
SAOD over land combined from two data sources as the CMIP6‐GloSSAC record.

Numerous prior studies have quantified the trend in AF based on a time series for the CO2 growth rate adjusted for
ENSO and volcanoes (Canadell et al., 2007; Knorr, 2009; Le Quéré et al., 2009; Raupach et al., 2008, 2014; van
Marle et al., 2022). The time series for SAOD used in nearly all the prior studies was based upon the Volcanic
Aerosol Index (VAI) of Ammann et al. (2003a, 2003b). The VAI provides SAOD at 2.8° latitude bins from 1890
through 1999. Figure S2 in Supporting Information S1 also shows the global SAOD we calculate from the VAI,
weighted by the cosine of latitude, from 1959 through 1999, as well as the SAOD record of Sato et al. (1993).

The VAI time series differs from the CMIP6‐GloSSAC record we calculate in three distinct ways (Figure S2 in
Supporting Information S1). First, the VAI time series of Ammann et al. (2003a, 2003b) shows greater increases
in SAOD following the eruptions of Mount Agung, El Chichón, and Mount Pinatubo compared to the CMIP6‐
GloSSAC data record. Second, SAOD approaches zero during time periods where there is no volcanic activity
in the VAI record, whereas the minimum value of SAOD in the CMIP6‐GloSSAC records is substantially larger
than zero. Third, there is a pronounced increase in SAOD in 1968 attributed to the eruption of Fernandina in the
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Galapagos Islands (0S 92W) within the VAI record that is not present in the CMIP6 volcanic forcing data record.
The record of Sato et al. (1993) shows a moderate enhancement in SAOD compared to the CMIP6‐GloSSAC data
record for El Chichón, andMount Pinatubo, but not Mount Agung. The eruption of Fernandina also appears in the
Sato et al. (1993) SAOD record.

Ammann et al. (2003a, 2003b) base their estimate of SAOD for the time period of the Fernandina eruption on the
reduction of direct solar radiation from data by Dyer and Hicks (1968). Ammann et al. (2003a, 2003b) note that
Dyer and Hicks (1968) questioned the accuracy of this data during the 1960 to 1978 time period, which also
includes the eruption of Mount Agung. Sato et al. (1993) estimate SAOD for the time period of the Fernandina
eruption based on variations in optical depth determined from the brightness of sunlight refracted and scattered
into Earth's geometrical shadow during total lunar eclipses, from data by Keen (1983). Arfeuille et al. (2014)
provide a volcanic forcing data set for climate modeling, which for the time of the Fernandina eruption is based
upon sulfate depositions in Greenland and Antarctica present in the ice core record of Gao et al. (2008). It is
unclear why the stratospheric impact of the Fernandina eruption is apparent in the direct solar radiation and lunar
eclipse data but not in the ice core record. We append the VAI through the end of 2021 with an SAOD value of
0.0001 because this is the value used during time periods without significant volcanic activity in that data set. We
append the SAOD record of Sato et al. (1993) using the GloSSAC v2.2 data set. Below, we use these two
appended VAI and SAOD records in alternate MLR and AF trend analysis cases.

2.1.4. El Niño Southern Oscillation

Variations in climate associated with the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) can have numerous effects on the
global carbon cycle. ENSO indices used in our analysis appear in Figures 1e–1g, with El Niño and La Niña events
appearing in red and blue, respectively, and neutral conditions shown in gray for the N1+2 (Eastern Pacific, 0–10°
S, 90°W–80°W), N4 (Central Pacific, 5°N–5°S, 160°E− 150°W), and N3.4 (Equatorial Pacific, 5°N–5°S, 170°
W–120°W) indices. All ENSO indices are provided by NOAA's Climate Prediction Center (CPC) and are
calculated from the Extended Reconstructed SST v5 data set (Huang et al., 2017). All ENSO indices have been
linearly de‐trended over the study period for use in our analysis.

During ENSO events, the growth rate of atmospheric CO2 can be altered through shifts in weather patterns driven
by variations in the Walker‐Circulation. This perturbation leads to changes in surface temperature (Bradley
et al., 1987), vapor pressure deficit (Brum et al., 2018), and precipitation patterns (Sasaki et al., 2015) that can
affect plant growth (Keeling et al., 1996; Zhang et al., 2019). It is well established that global mean surface
temperature rises during major El Niño events (Lean & Rind, 2008; McBride et al., 2021), which can increase
plant respiration (Cavaleri et al., 2017), thus leading to an increase in the growth rate of atmospheric CO2.
Furthermore, significant El Niño events have been linked to an increase in wildfires in peat‐rich regions such as
Indonesia (Fuller &Murphy, 2006), resulting in a further increase in atmospheric CO2 (van der Werf et al., 2008).
Conversely, La Niña tends to produce cooler and wetter conditions in the tropics, which have suppressed the CO2
growth rate in some years (Sellers et al., 2018). Finally, changes in sea surface temperature in the Equatorial
Pacific can alter ocean outgassing of CO2 (Chatterjee et al., 2017).

Several recent studies have examined the sensitivity of the carbon cycle to the type of ENSO, quantifying and
comparing the effects of a Central Pacific (CP) and an Eastern Pacific (EP) ENSO index (Chylek et al., 2018;
Teckentrup et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2018). In our MLR modeling analysis, we consider the use of both a CP and
an EP ENSO index, N4 and N1+2, respectively, and a single ENSO index, Niño 3.4, as predictors for
dCO2

GLB− RAW/dt. The three ENSO indices examined in our analysis are all obtained from the Climate Prediction
Center of the U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration at https://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/data/
indices/ersst5.nino.mth.91‐20.ascii. Figure S3 in Supporting Information S1 shows scatter diagrams for each
combination of the three indices. The CP and EP ENSO indices are weakly correlated (R2= 0.21), as they occupy
different regions of the Equatorial Pacific, suggesting that both indices can be used as predictors in a single MLR
model. We use the N3.4 index in alternate cases that rely on a single index to represent ENSO conditions.

We categorize the state of each ENSO index as El Niño, neutral, or La Niña in a manner similar to the classi-
fication used by NOAA's CPC, as explained below. To be considered an El Niño or La Niña event, the sea surface
temperature anomaly of the index must remain above +0.5°C or below − 0.5°C for five consecutive months. We
use the monthly values for each ENSO index rather than the 3‐month running mean of the Niño 3.4 index, which
is used to classify ENSO conditions by NOAA's CPC. Separating ENSO into three phases is motivated by Sellers
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et al. (2018), who document an asymmetric response of the growth rate of atmospheric CO2 and AF to the El
Niño, neutral, and La Niña conditions of ENSO. They showed that mean AF was highest during strong El Niño
years, lowest during strong La Niña years, and that AF during neutral conditions tended to fall between values that
occurred during strong El Niño and La Niña years. This behavior is explicitly represented in our model, described
below, by computing regression coefficients for each of these three phases.

2.2. Multiple Linear Regression Analysis

In this analysis, we use a MLR model to quantify the contribution of natural variability attributed to ENSO
conditions and major volcanic eruptions to the atmospheric CO2 growth rate. For the baseline MLR case, the
global modeled atmospheric CO2 growth rate (dCO2

GLB− MDL/dt), at each month i, is described by:

dCOGLB‐MDL
2 /dt (i) = C0 + CE ∗ETOT(i) + CV ∗SAOD(i) + CCP‐NINO ∗N4NINO(i− 9) + CCP‐NEU ∗N4NEU(i− 9)

+ CCP‐NINA ∗N4NINA(i− 9) + CEP‐NINO ∗N12NINO(i− 10) + CEP‐NEU ∗ N12NEU(i− 10)
+ CEP‐NINA ∗N12NINA(i− 10) (4)

where ETOT is the total sum of anthropogenic annual CO2 emissions (EFOS + ELUC), including the cement
carbonation sink, linearly interpolated to a monthly time grid, SAOD is the global mean stratospheric aerosol
optical depth over land, N4 and N12 are the monthly CP and EP ENSO indices separated into three phases: El
Niño (denoted NINO), and neutral (denoted NEU), and La Niña (denoted NINA), and i is the index of the time
series in months. The regression coefficients are C0, CE, CV, and CCP‐NINO, CCP‐NEU, CCP‐NINA, CEP‐NINO, CEP‐
NEU, CEP‐NINA, corresponding to the regression constant and coefficients for total anthropogenic CO2 emissions,
volcanic influence, as well as the CP and EP ENSO separated into three phases, respectively. We use ENSO
indices for the Central Pacific (CP) and Eastern Pacific (EP) in the baseline model; as noted in Section 2.1.4, these
indices have only a small correlation which justifies the use of both indices. The numbers subtracted from the
variable i in Equation 4 represent 9‐month and 10‐month lags for the CP and EP ENSO indices, respectively. The
ENSO lags are discussed further below.

Figure 2 shows the output of the MLR analysis for our baseline simulation (Equation 4). The top panel shows
observed dCO2

GLB− RAW/dt in blue and the modeled global annual atmospheric CO2 growth rate (dCO2
GLB− MDL/

dt) in green. Monthly values of dCO2
GLB− RAW/dt versus dCO2

GLB− MDL/dt exhibit a value of R2= 0.77, indicating
this simple model approach captures more than three‐quarters of the variability of monthly values of the atmo-
spheric CO2 growth rate. Contributions to variations in dCO2

GLB− RAW/dt from ETOT, SAOD over land, the CP
ENSO index (separated into El Niño, neutral, and La Niña phases), and the EP ENSO index (again separated into
three phases) are shown in Figures 2b–2e. The gray shaded regions show the±1σ and±2σ standard deviations for
each component of the regression computed using a conditional regression analysis (Denters & Van
Pruijenbroek, 1989).

As noted above, a 9‐month and 10‐month lag is used for the CP and EP ENSO indices in Equation 4. Following
prior studies (Chylek et al., 2018; Gurney et al., 2012; Knorr, 2009; Raupach et al., 2008), we have determined the
lag for the ENSO indices based on maximizing the square of the correlation coefficient (R2) between the observed
detrended CO2 growth rate and the ENSO indices. We detrend the observed CO2 growth rate by regressing only
the ETOT variable against dCO2

GLB− RAW/dt and then subtracting the product of the resulting regression coeffi-
cient with the ETOT variable from dCO2

GLB− RAW/dt. Results from the ENSO lag analysis are shown in Figure S4
in Supporting Information S1. The lags used in Equation 4 result in the largest value of R2 for dCO2

GLB− RAW/dt
versus dCO2

GLB− MDL/dt. Similar analyses by Raupach et al. (2008), Knorr (2009), and van Marle et al. (2022),
using a single ENSO index, found lags of 3 ± 1, 4, and 4 months respectively. Our lags differ by approximately
6 months from these previously published values because we define the time associated with CO2 growth rate at
the endpoint of the observations used in the calculation, as opposed to the midpoint (see Equation 3). We do not
use a time lag for ETOT or SAOD in Equation 4 because the factors represented by these terms have a near
instantaneous effect on the CO2 growth rate.

A key aspect of our study is the use of the regression coefficients computed in the MLR model to account for
natural variability arising from major volcanic eruptions and ENSO on the growth rate of atmospheric CO2. We
subtract the contributions of SAOD and ENSO to the CO2 growth rate (lines in Figures 2c–2e) from
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dCO2
GLB− RAW/dt (blue line in Figure 2b) to attain a time series termed dCO2

GLB− ADJ/dt, which is the global
atmospheric CO2 growth rate “adjusted” for natural variability, used in the AF trend analysis. The contributions of
SAOD and ENSO to the CO2 growth rate are found by multiplying the volcanic and ENSO regression coefficients
with the underlying predictor time series for SAOD and ENSO (Figures 1d–1f). All AF trend analyses are
conducted on an annual time grid. To place monthly dCO2

GLB− ADJ/dt on an annual time grid, we extract the data
points corresponding to the end of the year, again to be consistent with formalism adopted by NOAA ESRL for
their computation of the annual growth rate of CO2. The resulting time series of dCO2

GLB− ADJ/dt, shown by the
thick blue line in Figure 3c, is used prominently in the following trend analysis.

Table 1 describes the 11 MLR modeling cases used in our AF trend analysis. Alternate cases are examined to
quantify the sensitivity of various MLR modeling approaches on the AF trend analysis. In these alternate cases,
we vary the model time grid (monthly or annual), the data sources of the SAOD time series, and the ENSO indices
when modeling the CO2 growth rate observed either globally or at MLO. The first case is described

Figure 2. Measured and modeled atmospheric CO2 growth rate. (a) Globally observed annual atmospheric CO2 growth rate
(dCO2

GLB− RAW/dt) at a monthly time step (blue). Modeled annual atmospheric CO2 growth rate (dCO2
GLB− MDL/dt) at a

monthly time step (green) attained from theMLR analysis on the basis of ETOT, SAOD over land, and two ENSO indices; one
for a CP ENSO (N4) and one for an EP ENSO (N1+2). (b) Contribution from total anthropogenic CO2 emissions
(EFOS + ELUC) to dCO2

GLB− MDL/dt. (c) Contribution from SAOD over land to dCO2
GLB− MDL/dt. (d) Contribution from CP

ENSO (N4) to dCO2
GLB− MDL/dt. (e) Contribution from EP ENSO (N1+2) to dCO2

GLB− MDL/dt. Gray shaded regions are the
±1σ and ±2σ uncertainties for each regression variable found by conducting a conditional regression analysis.
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Figure 3. Distribution of synthetic time series from Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. (a) EFOS, including the cement
carbonation sink, (black line) and ELUC (brown line) reported by the GCB 2022. The shaded regions show the distribution of
the ±1σ and ±2σ standard deviations of the 5000 synthetic time series from the MC analysis that incorporates a first‐order
ARmodel for EFOS and ELUC. (b) Global dCO2

GLB− RAW/dt (blue line) fromNOAA ESRL. The shaded regions show the±1σ
and ±2σ standard deviations of the 5000 synthetic time series from the MC analysis for dCO2

GLB− RAW/dt. (c) Same as (b),
except for dCO2

GLB− ADJ/dt.

Table 1
MLR Modeling Cases Used in Our Study

dCO2/dt Time grid SAOD ENSO

Case 1 GLB Monthly CMIP6‐GloSSAC CP & EP

Case 2 GLB Monthly CMIP6‐GloSSAC N3.4

Case 3 GLB Annual CMIP6‐GloSSAC CP & EP

Case 4 GLB Annual CMIP6‐GloSSAC N3.4

Case 5 MLO Monthly CMIP6‐GloSSAC CP & EP

Case 6 MLO Monthly CMIP6‐GloSSAC N3.4

Case 7 MLO Annual CMIP6‐GloSSAC CP & EP

Case 8 MLO Annual CMIP6‐GloSSAC N3.4

Case 9 GLB Monthly CMIP6‐GloSSAC (no land fraction weighting) CP & EP

Case 10 GLB Monthly VAI, Ammann et al. (2003a, 2003b) CP & EP

Case 11 GLB Monthly Sato et al. (1993) CP & EP

Note. Case 1 is the baseline case shown by Equation 4 and results in Figure 2. The various MLR cases predict either the global
CO2 growth rate or the CO2 growth rate observed at MLO, on either a monthly or annual time grid, with the
CMIP6‐GloSSAC record, with and without land fraction weighting, the VAI of Ammann et al. (2003a, 2003b) or SAOD from
Sato et al. (1993), and the use of both a Central Pacific (CP) and Eastern Pacific (EP) ENSO index or only the N3.4 ENSO
index.
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mathematically by Equation 4. Case 2 differs from case 1 by using only a single ENSO index (N3.4) to represent
conditions in the Equatorial Tropical Pacific. Cases 3 and 4 are similar to cases 1 and 2, except the MLR is
conducted on an annual rather than monthly time grid. When modeling the CO2 growth rate on a monthly time
grid, each ENSO index is separated into the three phases (NINO, NEU, and NINA) described above. When
modeling the CO2 growth rate on an annual time grid, we use annual averages for global SAOD over land and
lagged annual averages for ENSO. Subsequently, in the annual MLR cases, ENSO is not separated into phases.
Cases 5 through 8 are analogous to cases 1 through 4, respectively, except we model the CO2 growth rate at MLO
as opposed to the global CO2 growth rate. Cases 9 through 11 are identical to our baseline case (case 1), except the
influence of volcanoes is determined by alternate time series of SAOD. In case 9 the CMIP6‐GloSSAC record is
used without latitudinal land fraction weighting. In cases 10 and 11 the VAI of Ammann et al. (2003a, 2003b) and
SAOD of Sato et al. (1993) are used, respectively. The governing equations and figures depicting model output
for additional cases appear in Supporting Information S1. Finally, we repeat the baseline analysis with the 20
additional ELUC estimates (the three bookkeeping models, the 16 DGVMs, and the mean of the 16 DGVMs) and
one case without an estimate for ELUC to calculate trends in AF determined only from EFOS.

2.3. Monte Carlo Simulations

We examine the full range of uncertainties for each component of the CO2 AF to accurately assess the statistical
significance of the resulting trends. To account for the uncertainties, we use a Monte Carlo (MC) analysis coupled
with a first‐order autoregressive (AR) model to generate synthetic time series of EFOS, ELUC, dCO2

GLB− RAW/dt,
and dCO2

GLB− ADJ/dt, similar to the approach of Ballantyne et al. (2015). The black and brown lines in Figure 3a
show EFOS and ELUC from GCB 2022 (Friedlingstein, et al., 2022). The shaded regions in Figure 3a show the
distribution of the ±1σ and ±2σ standard deviations of the computed time series from 5000 MC iterations found
using our AR model, as described below. The blue lines in Figures 3b and 3c show dCO2

GLB− RAW/dt as provided
by NOAA (Section 2.1.2) and dCO2

GLB− ADJ/dtwe find using our MLRmodel (Section 2.2). Similarly, the shaded
regions in Figures 3b and 3c show the ±1σ and ±2σ standard deviations of the 5000 time series for
dCO2

GLB− RAW/dt and dCO2
GLB− ADJ/dt computed by our MC analysis.

Here we provide further details of our MC analysis that we use to quantify the uncertainty in trends of AF. We
conduct MC simulations to generate 5000 synthetic time series, where the annual standard deviation of the
probability distribution at each time step of the 5000 generated time series matches the published uncertainty of
the respective component of AF. This method enables the full range of uncertainties to be considered when
analyzing the trends in AF. Autoregressive models are commonly used in MC simulations for time series
analysis because their inclusion allows for error retention in previous time steps to be propagated forward. We
examine the autocorrelation functions (ACF) and partial autocorrelation functions (PACF) to determine
whether an AR model should be included in the MC analysis, and to specify the order of the AR model if used.
The ACF and PACF of the linearly detrended time series of EFOS, ELUC, dCO2

GLB− RAW/dt, and dCO2
GLB− ADJ/

dt as well as the uncertainty time series for dCO2
GLB/dt are shown in Figure S15 in Supporting Information S1.

A first‐order AR model is included in the MC simulations to generate synthetic time series of EFOS, ELUC,
dCO2

GLB− RAW/dt, and dCO2
GLB− ADJ/dt. Figure S15 in Supporting Information S1 displays the autocorrelated

behavior of EFOS, ELUC, and the uncertainty time series associated with dCO2
GLB/dt. We use the 95% confi-

dence bounds (i.e., twice the standard error) of the PACFs to determine the order of the AR model. A first‐order
AR model is chosen for EFOS and ELUC in the MC simulations because the partial autocorrelation values fall
substantially outside the confidence bounds at a lag of 1 year (Figures S15f and S15g in Supporting
Information S1).

Equations 5 and 6 describe the AR models used to generate time series of EFOS and ELUC,

XFOS(t) = (EFOS(t) + ϕ ∗ (XFOS(t− 1) − EFOS(t− 1)) + εFOS(t)) ∗
σEFOS(t)
σXFOS(t)

(5)

XLUC(t) = (ELUC(t) + ϕ ∗ (XLUC(t− 1) − ELUC(t− 1)) + εLUC(t)) ∗
σELUC(t)
σXLUC(t)

(6)
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where XFOS(t) and XLUC(t) are the modeled synthetic time series of EFOS and ELUC, EFOS(t) and ELUC(t) are the
anthropogenic CO2 emissions at time t in years, ϕ is the AR coefficient. The AR coefficient enables the synthetic
time series to retain a portion of the error from previous years. In a first‐order AR process, ϕ is simply the
autocorrelation (R) at a lag of 1 year. Here, the AR coefficients are 0.90 for EFOS and 0.68 for ELUC (Figure S15 in
Supporting Information S1). The terms εFOS(t) and εLUC(t) represent the randomly generated newly introduced
error, at time t, following a normal distribution. The εFOS(t) term uses the total uncertainty of ±5% of EFOS(t) to
generate the normally distributed error. The εLUC(t) term, for the three ELUC bookkeeping models and their
average, uses the semi‐quantitative uncertainty of±2.57 GtCO2 yr

− 1 to generate the normally distributed error for
each year. The εLUC(t) term, for the 16 DGVM ELUC and their multi‐model mean, uses a quantitative uncertainty
of 2.05 GtCO2 yr

− 1 to generate the normally distributed error for each year. The values used to generate the
normally distributed error for EFOS and the bookkeeping ELUC time series are given by GCB 2022. The value used
to generate the normally distributed error for the 16 DGVM ELUC and their multi‐model mean is the mean of the
annual standard deviation of the 16 DGVMs. The final terms in Equations 5 and 6, σEFOS(t) and σELUC(t) divided by
σXFOS(t) and σXLUC(t), are the uncertainties for EFOS and ELUC, noted just above, divided by the standard deviation
of the 5000 simulations of XFOS and XFOS, at time t. Using this final weighting term ensures that the statistical
distribution of the standard deviation of the simulated time series of XFOS(t) and XLUC(t) matches the uncertainties
given by GCB 2022 for EFOS and for the bookkeeping ELUC, as well as the uncertainty we calculate for the DGVM
ELUC. We do not account for any uncertainty in the cement carbonation sink within the MC analysis, because the
magnitude of this sink is less than half of the 1σ uncertainty attributed to EFOS. Instead, we simply subtract the
cement carbonation sink time series from the 5000 synthetic EFOS time series generated in the MC analysis.

We use a MC analysis with a first‐order AR model to generate 5000 synthetic time series of dCO2
GLB− RAW/dt,

dCO2
GLB− ADJ/dt, dCO2

MLO− RAW/dt, and dCO2
MLO− ADJ/dt. The blue lines in Figures 3b and 3c show

dCO2
GLB− RAW/dt and dCO2

GLB− ADJ/dt, where the blue shading represents the ±1σ and ±2σ standard deviations
of the synthetic time series. Here, a first‐order AR model is used to generate the synthetic time series, because the
ACF and PACF of the uncertainty time series associated with dCO2/dt exhibit values that fall outside the 95%
confidence bounds (Figure S15 in Supporting Information S1). Each synthetic time series for the raw and adjusted
CO2 growth rate for the globe and at MLO is generated by the equation:

XdCO2
dt (t)

= (
dCO2

dt (t) − ϕ ∗ (XdCO2
dt (t− 1)

−
dCO2

dt (t− 1)) + εdCO2
dt (t)
) ∗

σdCO2
dt (t)

σXdCO2
dt (t)

(7)

where XdCO2/dt(t) is the MC model simulated synthetic time series for either dCO2
GLB− RAW/dt, dCO2

GLB− ADJ/
dt, dCO2

MLO− RAW/dt, or dCO2
MLO− ADJ/dt, at time t, where the first term on the right hand side is either the time

series of dCO2
GLB− RAW/dt, dCO2

GLB− ADJ/dt, dCO2
MLO− RAW/dt, or dCO2

MLO− ADJ/dt, at time t, and ϕ is the AR
coefficient. Here, the difference between the synthetic time series and the observed CO2 growth rate at the
previous time step is multiplied by ϕ and subtracted from dCO2/dt, using a value for the AR coefficient ϕ of 0.98
(Figure S15j in Supporting Information S1). Errors that are biased high (or low) in the prior year result in esti-
mates of dCO2/dt that are biased low (or high) in subsequent years, resulting in synthetic time series for dCO2/dt
that are reflective of actual atmospheric observations. The εdCO2/dt(t) term represents the newly introduced
randomly generated error following a normal distribution at time t, where t is in years, that is then added to
generate the synthetic time series. The final terms in Equation 7, σdCO2/dt(t) divided by σXdCO2/dt(t) is the un-
certainty for dCO2/dt(t) divided by the standard deviation of the 5000 simulated time series for XdCO2/dt(t). The
final weighting term ensures that the statistical distribution of the standard deviation of the simulated time series
for XdCO2/dt(t) match the uncertainties given by NOAA. To generate the normally distributed random error for
the raw and adjusted global CO2 growth rate for every year, we use a time series of the estimated uncertainty
for dCO2

GLB− RAW/dt provided by NOAA (Ballantyne et al., 2012; Conway et al., 1994), shown as the gray
shading in Figure 1b. To generate the normally distributed random error for the raw and adjusted CO2 growth rate
at MLO for every year, we use an estimated uncertainty for dCO2

MLO− RAW/dt of ±0.11 ppm yr− 1 provided
by NOAA (Keeling et al., 1976), https://gml.noaa.gov/ccgg/trends/gr.html. The estimated uncertainty for the
CO2 growth rate observed at MLO is constant from year to year. In contrast, the estimated uncertainty for the
global CO2 growth rate is relatively high before 1980 and decreases toward the present, as discussed in
Section 2.1.1.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Multiple Linear Regression

We use a MLR to model the atmospheric CO2 growth rate (dCO2
GLB− RAW/dt). Figure 2 shows the output for our

baseline scenario (case 1), as described by Equation 4 in Section 2.2. This simulation results in a value of 0.77 for
the correlation coefficient (R2) and 0.34 ppm yr− 1 for the root mean squared error (RMSE) of modeled versus
observed atmospheric CO2 growth rate from 1959 to 2021. The inclusion of proxies for the effect of ENSO and
major volcanic eruptions on dCO2

GLB− RAW/dt is a significant factor leading to such a strong correlation between
the modeled and measured growth rate. When terms for ENSO and volcanic eruptions are removed from the
regression, R2 falls to 0.53 and RMSE rises to 0.49 ppm yr− 1 (this simulation is not shown).

The global carbon cycle is strongly affected by conditions in the Tropical Pacific Ocean during El Niño events,
leading to an increase in the global atmospheric CO2 growth rate. Table S1 in Supporting Information S1 shows
the regression coefficients for the baseline MLR simulation, which includes indices for both the Central Pacific
(CP ENSO, the N4 index) and the Eastern Pacific (EP ENSO, the N1+2 index). The effect of Tropical Pacific
conditions on dCO2

GLB− RAW/dt is evident from the sharp upward deviations in the CO2 growth rate during major
El Niño events (Figures 2d and 2e). The more rapid growth in atmospheric CO2 is caused by precipitation and
temperature anomalies that suppress plant growth in the tropics (Betts et al., 2016; Jones & Cox, 2005; Keeling
et al., 1995), changes in plant respiration in the tropics associated with nighttime warming (Anderegg et al., 2015),
as well as the particularly intense peatland fires in Southeast Asia during the 1998 El Niño event (Fuller &
Murphy, 2006). Tropical peatland fires during other El Niño events have had a smaller but noticeable effect on the
CO2 growth rates (Pan et al., 2018; van der Werf et al., 2008). When the Central Tropical Pacific is in a La Niña
phase, the CO2 growth rate is slightly suppressed relative to neutral conditions (Figure 2d). If we replace the N4
(CP ENSO) and N1+2 (EP ENSO) with the N3.4 index, R2 falls slightly from 0.77 to 0.76 and RMSE rises
slightly from 0.34 to 0.35 ppm yr− 1, as shown on Figure 2 and Figure S5 in Supporting Information S1. Our
scientific findings regarding the trends in the airborne fraction of CO2 (AF) are unaffected if we use the N3.4
index rather than the N4 and N1+2 indices. The inclusion of two indices representing the cumulative effect of
ENSO on the CO2 growth rate in our baseline MLR simulation is motivated by recent studies that report differing
responses in various components of the carbon cycle to El Niño events originating in the Central or Eastern
Pacific (Chylek et al., 2018; Pan et al., 2018; Teckentrup et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2018).

For our baseline simulation, the time series for dCO2
GLB− RAW/dt is adjusted for the impact of conditions in the

Tropical Pacific using the modeled influences shown in Figures 2d and 2e. The CP and EP ENSO indices differ
considerably (Figures 1e and 1f). The expression of variations in dCO2

GLB− RAW/dt to these indices is strongest
when the Eastern Pacific is in an El Niño condition (Figure 2e). Variations in dCO2

GLB− RAW/dt respond to La
Niña conditions more strongly with respect to the CP index than the EP index.When terms for ENSO are removed
from the regression, R2 falls from 0.77 to 0.58 and RMSE rises from 0.34 to 0.47 ppm yr− 1.

An analysis of observed carbon cycle‐climate feedbacks by Sellers et al. (2018) reported an asymmetric response
in the magnitude of AF to El Niño, neutral, and La Niña conditions. Regression coefficients calculated in our
MLR analysis for all monthly cases (shown in Table S1 in Supporting Information S1 for our baseline case and
alternate monthly cases 2, 5, 6, 9, 10, and 11 on Figures S5, S8, S9, S12–S14 shown in Supporting Informa-
tion S1) also exhibit an asymmetry in their magnitude. In each monthly case, regression coefficients for El Niño
phases of the CP ENSO (N4) and N3.4 indices are roughly 1.5 to 3 times greater than the corresponding regression
coefficients for neutral and La Niña conditions. For the EP ENSO (N1+2 index), regression coefficients for La
Niña conditions are approximately 10 times smaller than the El Niño regression coefficient. On a global scale, the
terrestrial biosphere assimilates atmospheric CO2 at a steadier rate during La Niña and neutral years compared to
El Niño conditions.

The growth rate of atmospheric CO2 is reduced following major volcanic eruptions. Several eruptions strong
enough to reach the stratosphere over the study period, such as El Chichón in 1982 and Mount Pinatubo in 1991,
led to sharp enhancements in stratospheric aerosol optical depth (SAOD) that persisted for several years
(Figure 1d). During periods of elevated SAOD, photosynthesis increases (Gu et al., 2003; Raupach et al., 2014;
van Marle et al., 2022) due to a dramatic increase in the ratio of diffuse to direct solar irradiance reaching the
surface (Dutton & Bodhaine, 2001; Dutton & Christy, 1992). The influence of SAOD on dCO2

GLB− RAW/dt
computed using our MLR model is shown in Figure 2c. Following the eruption of Mount Pinatubo, we estimate
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that the CO2 growth rate in 1991 was suppressed by about 1.3 ± 0.3 ppm yr− 1. The eruptions of Mount Agung,
Fuego, and El Chichón in 1963, 1974, and 1982, respectively, led to similar reductions in the CO2 growth rate due
to photosynthetic enhancement caused by stratospheric aerosols (Figures 1d and 2c). The magnitude of the
suppression of dCO2

GLB− RAW/dt following these eruptions is comparable to the annual atmospheric CO2 growth
rate. Consequently, in the analysis described in Section 3.2, the time series for dCO2

GLB− RAW/dt is adjusted for
the impact of major volcanic eruptions using the modeled influence shown in Figure 2c. The volcanic adjustment
is critical to the proper determination of the trends in AF because each of the major eruptions that substantially
enhanced SAOD occurred during the first 32 years of the 62‐year data record. When the SAOD term is removed
from the regression, R2 falls from 0.77 to 0.68 and RMSE rises from 0.34 to 0.40 ppm yr− 1.

When an alternate time series for SAOD based upon the CMIP6‐GloSSAC record without latitudinal weighting
by global land fraction, the VAI record of Ammann et al. (2003a, 2003b), or the SAOD data set of Sato
et al. (1993) (Section 2.1.3) are used in an MLR to model the atmospheric CO2 growth rate, the model perfor-
mance results in R2 values of 0.77, 0.76, and 0.76, respectively (cases 9–11 shown in Figures S12–S14 in
Supporting Information S1). These values of R2 are the same or slightly lower than the value in the baseline
simulation. Our scientific findings regarding the statistical significance of the trends in AF are unaffected by our
choice of SAOD record. We use the CMIP6‐GloSSAC record for SAOD to be consistent with many emergent
studies (Malik et al., 2017; Sellar et al., 2020; Toohey et al., 2016) that are using the volcanic forcing data set of
Arfeuille et al. (2014) and also because the Ammann et al. (2003a, 2003b) VAI record ends in 1999 and the Sato
et al. (1993) SAOD record ends in 2012, and to our knowledge have not been updated.

3.2. Airborne Fraction Trend Analysis

3.2.1. Baseline Modeling Case

We analyze trends in the airborne fraction of atmospheric CO2 (AF) to quantify possible changes in the combined
magnitude of the global terrestrial and oceanic carbon sinks over the study period (1959–2021). Trends in AF are
computed using two representations of the global atmospheric CO2 growth rate: dCO2

GLB− RAW/dt (raw data
shown in Figures 2a and 3b) and dCO2

GLB− ADJ/dt (data adjusted for the influences of conditions in the Tropical
Pacific as well as major volcanic eruptions). The time series of dCO2

GLB− ADJ/dt central to the analysis that
follows is shown by the dark blue line in Figure 3c. The adjusted time series displays a smoother rise in the
atmospheric growth rate of CO2 compared to the raw data. Adjustments to the CO2 growth rate due to conditions
in the Tropical Pacific and major volcanic eruptions are a common element of prior analyses that have quantified
trends in AF (Canadell et al., 2007; Knorr, 2009; Le Quéré et al., 2009; Raupach et al., 2008, 2014; van Marle
et al., 2022).

Figure 4 summarizes the results of our AF trend analysis for the baseline case. Figure 4a shows the time series of
AF (Equation 2) based upon the CO2 global growth rate (AF

GLB− RAW) unadjusted for ENSO and volcanoes, as
well as a linear fit to this time series. Figure 4b shows AF for the CO2 global growth rate time series adjusted for
the influence of ENSO and volcanoes (AFGLB− ADJ). Slopes for each AF time series shown in Figure 4 are found
using a linear least square fit to the respective data; slopes are expressed in units of yr− 1 since the AF time series is
dimensionless. Figure S16 in Supporting Information S1 shows an analysis similar to that of Figure 4, for values
of the Sen's slope (Sen, 1968), which is the median of all combinations of pairwise slopes between data points.
The same scientific conclusion, described below, is drawn from either figure.

We initially focus on the time period 1959 to 2021, for which the slopes of AFGLB− RAW and AFGLB− ADJ have
values of 0.0009 yr− 1 and − 0.0001 yr− 1, respectively. Similar values of 0.0011 yr− 1 and 0.0001 yr− 1 are found for
the associated Sen's slopes. The linear least square fit to the raw CO2 data, resulting in a value of 0.0009 yr

− 1 for
AFGLB− RAW, implies a rise in the airborne fraction of CO2 from 0.42 in 1959 to 0.48 in 2021. This rise, if true,
would indicate a significant decline in the relative efficacy of the combined global terrestrial biosphere and
oceanic carbon sinks for the sequestration of anthropogenic CO2. A rise in AF using an analysis based only on raw
data (i.e., not adjusted for the influence of ENSO and volcanoes) has been reported by Ballantyne et al. (2012,
2015) and Bennedsen et al. (2019). Based on the rise in AF, both studies noted a possible decline in the efficiency
of carbon uptake by the combined global terrestrial and oceanic sinks. However, this decline was not statistically
significant at the 95% confidence level in either study.
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Figure 4b shows reduced interannual variability (IAV) for the AF time series adjusted for ENSO and volcanoes
compared to the raw AF time series. The reduction in IAV is most apparent in 1991 and 1992 due to the upward
revision of AFGLB− ADJ following the eruption of Mount Pinatubo, as well as in 1987 and 1998 due to the
downward revision of AFGLB− ADJ following two major El Niño events. The El Niño event of 1982–1983 and the
enhancement in SAOD during 1982 and 1983 due to the eruption of El Chichón had offsetting impacts on the CO2
growth rate (Figures 1 and 2). Consequently, the time series for AFGLB− ADJ is similar to the time series of
AFGLB− RAW in the early 1980s. As noted in the prior paragraph, the slope of AFGLB− ADJ is − 0.0001 yr− 1 for the
1959 to 2021 time period. The contrast between this slope and the rise in AF of 0.0009 yr− 1 found for the raw data
highlights the importance of accounting for the impact of natural variability on the CO2 growth rate to determine
whether the combined global terrestrial biosphere and oceanic sinks are changing. An AF slope of − 0.0001 yr− 1,

Figure 4. (a) Global CO2 airborne fraction (AF
GLB− RAW) (black) and best fit trendline (purple). Gray shading shows the ±1σ

and ±2σ standard deviations for the 5000 synthetic time series of AFGLB− RAW generated from the MC analysis of
dCO2

GLB− RAW/dt, EFOS, and ELUC. The light purple shading represents the±2σ slope uncertainty. (b) Same as (a), except for
AFGLB− ADJ calculated using dCO2

GLB− ADJ/dt. (c) The probability distribution function of the 5000 AFGLB− RAW slopes,
binned as shown. Red bars show positive slopes, and blue bars show negative slopes. Gray circles denote the mean (center)
and±1σ and±2σ standard deviations. (d) Same as (c), except for AFGLB− ADJ. (e) Sensitivity of trend analysis to start and end
years of the linear regression. The colored squares show the mean of the 5000 AFGLB− RAW slopes from the MC analysis, for
the corresponding start and end years on the x and y‐axes. (f) Same as (e) except for the analysis of AFGLB− ADJ. The teal and
gold dots on panels (e, f) denote the slopes that are statistically significant from 0 at the 1σ and 2σ level, respectively.
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if true, would imply either little observable change or perhaps a slight enhancement in the efficacy of the
combined carbon sinks for the sequestration of anthropogenic CO2 over the study period.

We conduct a Monte Carlo (MC) analysis to assess the statistical significance of the trends in AFGLB− RAW and
AFGLB− ADJ. Details of the MC analysis, which consists of the generation of 5000 synthetic time series for the raw
and adjusted CO2 growth rate, EFOS, and ELUC, are given in Section 2.3. The light and dark gray shading in
Figure 4a show the±1σ and±2σ standard deviation of the distribution of AFGLB− RAW from the MC analysis. The
greater uncertainty in AFGLB− RAW early in the period of study (1959–1980) compared to the later part of the
record (1990–2021) reflects the increased precision in quantifying the atmospheric CO2 growth rate as the number
and global distribution of monitoring stations has risen over the past six decades. Figure 4b shows results from the
MC analysis for AFGLB− ADJ (i.e., the use of dCO2

GLB− ADJ/dt rather than dCO2
GLB− RAW/dt). The purple shading

shown in Figures 4a and 4b represents the distribution of trendlines of the synthetic AF time series with slopes that
fall within ±2σ of the mean of the 5000 synthetic slopes.

Figures 4c and 4d show the probability distribution function (PDF) of the slopes for the 5000 synthetic time series
of AFGLB− RAW and AFGLB− ADJ, respectively. Positive slopes are shown in red and negative slopes in blue, with
gray circles denoting the mean and the ±1σ and ±2σ standard deviations of the 5000 slopes. The analysis of
AFGLB− RAW in Figure 4c shows that 84% of the simulations have positive slopes, whereas the analysis of
AFGLB− ADJ in Figure 4d shows 47% of the simulated time series have positive slopes. The mean and ±1σ of the
5000 slopes are 0.0009 ± 0.0009 yr− 1 for AFGLB− RAW and − 0.0001 ± 0.0010 yr− 1 for AFGLB− ADJ. The trends in
AF can also be expressed in units of % yr− 1, which we use for comparison with prior studies that report trends in
this manner (Canadell et al., 2007; Frölicher et al., 2013; Le Quéré et al., 2009; Raupach et al., 2008, 2014). We
use the same method as Frölicher et al. (2013) to calculate trends as a percentage. To determine the trend as a
percentage, we multiply the slope calculated in the ordinary least squares linear regression by the length of the AF
time series and divide by the mean of AF for the particular time series. When expressed as a % yr− 1, the mean and
standard deviation of the slopes from the MC analysis are 0.12± 0.12% yr− 1 for AFGLB− RAW and − 0.01± 0.12%
yr− 1 for AFGLB− ADJ.

The solid black line on Figures 4c and 4d show a Gaussian constrained to match the mean,±1σ, and±2σ standard
deviations of the 5000 slopes found in the MC analysis. Since the positive slopes on Figure 4c start near the − 1σ
region of the Gaussian, this simple analysis suggests that positive slopes for the unadjusted data may be statis-
tically significant at the 1σ (68%) level. However, the positive slopes for the unadjusted data are not significant at
the 2σ (95%) level. The MC analysis of the adjusted data shown in Figure 4d yields nearly an equal split between
positive and negative slopes. Figures 4c and 4d also show the P‐values calculated using the Mann‐Kendall (MK)
test (Kendall, 1948; Mann, 1945) for the AFGLB− RAW and AFGLB− ADJ time series shown in Figures 4a and 4b.
The MK test is a commonly used test statistic in time series analysis to determine whether or not a monotonic
positive or negative trend is present. The MK P‐values shown on both panels are much greater than the commonly
used 0.05 significance threshold. The PDFs and P‐value analysis both imply that the trends in AF are not sig-
nificant at the 2σ (95%) level for either the raw or adjusted data. The results from our trend analysis support the
findings of Ballantyne et al. (2012, 2015) and Bennedsen et al. (2019) that the trend in AFGLB− RAW is positive, but
not statistically different from 0 at the 2σ level. Furthermore, our results are also in agreement with studies by
Knorr (2009) and Frölicher et al. (2013) that the trend in AFGLB− ADJ decreases when accounting for natural
variability due to ENSO and volcanoes, but is also not statistically different from 0 at the 2σ level.

We next examine how the trend in AF varies as a function of the start and end year. This analysis is conducted to
quantify the robustness of the slopes in AF, described above, to this most essential detail (Medhaug et al., 2017)
and to facilitate the comparison of our findings to those in the literature, which examine data for a range of time
periods. Figures 4e and 4f show the mean slopes of AFGLB− RAW and AFGLB− ADJ as a function of start (x‐axis) and
end year (y‐axis). Only time frames that cover 30 or more years are considered. The mean slopes shown in
Figures 4e and 4f are found using the same 5000 synthetic time series of AFGLB− RAW and AFGLB− ADJ described
above for each combination of start and end years. Positive slopes greater than 0.00025 yr− 1 are shown as the light
to dark red squares, slopes close to neutral are shown as the gray squares (slopes between − 0.00025 and
0.00025 yr− 1), and negative slopes less than − 0.00025 yr− 1 are shown as the light to dark blue squares. Teal dots
indicate trends that are statistically significant at the 1σ level and gold dots indicate trends that are statistically
significant at the 2σ level. The statistical significance shown in Figures 4e and 4f is determined from the PDFs of
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the 5000 synthetic AFGLB− RAW and AFGLB− ADJ time series for corresponding time frames, evaluated in a manner
similar to the technique shown in Figures 4c and 4d.

If the AFGLB− RAW trend were truly positive, we would expect to see a majority of red squares in Figure 4e.
However, the analysis shows that 43.7% of trends are positive, 18.8% are close to neutral, and 37.5% are negative.
Examining Figure 4e from left to right reveals that most positive slopes with statistical significance at the 1σ level
occur when the start year is earlier than 1965. Positive slopes with statistical significance at the 2σ level in this
region of the figure have a start year prior to 1965 and an end year before 1990. Figure 4e shows that the majority
of positive trends for AFGLB− RAW are associated with start years before 1965 and end years after the late 1980s.
Nearly all prior published analyses of the trend in AF start in either 1959 or 1960. The analysis shown in Figure 4e
demonstrates that the slope in AFGLB− RAW is quite sensitive to this early start of the data record. If the analysis is
restricted to the 1970s through present, which covers approximately half a century, then the slopes in AFGLB− RAW

tend to exhibit a near equal mixture between positive, neutral, and negative trends. The negative trends are
dominated by start years in the late 1970s due to an unexplained anomaly in the CO2 record from the South Pole
and Mauna Loa time series. Some of these negative trends with start years in the late 1970s show statistical
significance at the 1σ level. The strongest positive trends, showing statistical significance at the 2σ level, are
associated with start years in the early 1990s due to the steep drawdown of atmospheric CO2 following the
eruption of Mount Pinatubo. All positive trends that are statistically significant at the 2σ level consider only 30–
33 years of the 62‐year data record and are restricted to either the first half or the last half of the data record.

Figure 4f shows that a majority of the slopes of AFGLB− ADJ are negative, regardless of the start and end year. This
result is obtained because the adjustment for the influences of ENSO and volcanic eruptions removes a significant
component of IAV from the data record. The largest population of negative slopes occurs when the start year is
between 1970 and 1985 and the end year is between 2000 and 2021. Most of the AFGLB− ADJ trends that show
statistical significance at the 1σ level occur during this period where the slopes are negative, with the exception of
statistically significant positive trends at the 1σ level with start years in 1960 or earlier and end years around 1990,
which only covers approximately the first half of the 62‐year data record. Overall, about two‐thirds of the mean
slopes for AFGLB− ADJ are negative. The results shown in Figure 4d for AFGLB− ADJ show a nearly equal distri-
bution between positive and negative slopes because this analysis considers the entire time period. Consequently,
for the adjusted time series, the determination of the slope of the airborne fraction of CO2 is somewhat dependent
on whether the analysis begins at a time when the measurement of CO2 began to be more global in nature (i.e., the
early 1980s) or begins in a time period when the only available observations are from the South Pole and
Mauna Loa.

3.2.2. Alternate Modeling Cases

Here we describe the AF trend analysis results, using raw and adjusted data, for the 10 alternate MLR modeling
cases (Table 1) for comparison with results from our baseline simulation. Some of the alternate cases examine the
CO2 record only from Mauna Loa. Other alternate cases model the CO2 growth rate at an annual or monthly time
grid, using the N3.4 ENSO index, or various other SAOD records (Table 1 and Figures S5 through S14 in
Supporting Information S1). We examine various MLR modeling cases that predict the CO2 growth rate to
determine if the alternative approaches and their adjustments to the CO2 growth rate impact the scientific findings
for the trends in AF from our baseline case.

Figure 5 shows the results of the airborne fraction trend analysis for each of these 11 cases. The MC analysis
described in Section 2.3 is applied to AFGLB− RAW, AFGLB− ADJ, AFMLO− RAW and AFMLO− ADJ for each case. The
colored dots and error bars in Figure 5a show the mean, 1σ, and 2σ standard deviation of the slopes for raw and
adjusted data. Trends for all of the AFGLB− RAW (red dots) are identical, as the raw data are interpreted the same
way following Equation 2. Similarly, trends for all of the AFMLO− RAW cases (yellow dots) are identical. For each
case, the slopes found after adjusting for the influence of ENSO and major volcanic eruptions (AFGLB− ADJ and
AFMLO− ADJ) differ from one another. We show the AFGLB− RAW and AFMLO− RAW for all cases to provide a basis
for comparison to the corresponding AFGLB− ADJ and AFMLO− ADJ values. Figure S17 in Supporting Informa-
tion S1 shows results analogous to Figure 5, except the distributions are for Sen's slopes.

The AFGLB− ADJ and AFMLO− ADJ trends decrease in all cases, compared to AFGLB− RAW and AFMLO− RAW, when
accounting for the influence of natural variability on AF. The adjusted AF trends display a higher degree of
variability compared to the raw AF trends among the 11 cases shown in Figure 5. AFGLB− ADJ ranges from
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− 0.0011 ± 0.0010 yr− 1 for case 3 that models the growth rate on an annual time grid with a CP and EP ENSO
index, to − 0.0001 ± 0.0010 yr− 1 for case 1. Cases that examine AFMLO− ADJ trends are in a similar range as those
of the AFGLB− ADJ trends. AFMLO− ADJ ranges from − 0.0011± 0.0010 yr− 1 for case 7 (similar to case 1 except the
CO2 growth rate is based only on data acquired at MLO and the MLR is conducted on an annual time grid) to
− 0.0006 ± 0.0010 yr− 1 for case 5 (similar to case 1 except the CO2 growth rate is based only on data acquired
at MLO).

We examine the statistical significance of the AF trends by assessing the distribution of the 5000 synthetic raw
and adjusted AF trends (Figure 5a) and the MK test P‐values for the annual median raw and adjusted AF time
series (Figure 5b). In all cases of Figure 5a, the thin vertical black lines representing the 5th to 95th percentile
cross the 0.0 line, indicating that none of the trends in AF are statistically different from 0 at the 95% significance
level. All of the MK P‐values (Figure 5b) are greater than 0.05 (the 95% statistical significance threshold), again
indicating that none of the trends in AF are statistically different from 0.

The results from our trend analysis when examining various cases continue to support the findings of Ballantyne
et al. (2012, 2015) and Bennedsen et al. (2019) that the trend in AFGLB− RAW is positive, but not statistically
different from 0 at the 2σ level. Furthermore, when the various MLR modeling approaches are used to adjust the
CO2 growth rate, our results are also in agreement again with studies by Knorr (2009) and Frölicher et al. (2013),
discussed in the previous section. The trend in AFGLB− ADJ decreases when accounting for natural variability due
to ENSO and volcanoes, but is also not statistically different from 0 at the 2σ level.

3.2.3. Alternate Land Use Change Emissions

Land use change CO2 emissions are one of the most uncertain components of the global carbon cycle (Ballantyne
et al., 2015; Friedlingstein et al., 2022). We repeat our analysis for the conditions of the baseline MLR model
(case 1), except for various alternate estimates of land use change CO2 emissions (ELUC) to the atmosphere. Here,
we consider 20 estimates of ELUC, all from Friedlingstein et al. (2022): the three bookkeeping estimates, the 16
DGVMs, and an additional estimate which is the mean value of these 16 models (Section 2.1.2). We conduct the
MC analysis for each of these 20 estimates of ELUC (Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1). Additionally, we
calculate AF trends determined from EFOS only, without an estimate for ELUC given the uncertainty around this
quantity.

Figure 6 shows the trend analysis of AFGLB− RAW and AFGLB− ADJ for these 20 estimates of ELUC. Results for the
three bookkeeping methods and the 17 DGVM‐based estimates of ELUC appear in Figures 6a and 6b, respectively.
In Figure 6c, AFGLB− RAW and AFGLB− ADJ have been calculated without an estimate for ELUC. The red dots show
the mean of the 5000 slopes from the MC analysis using the raw data (AFGLB− RAW), whereas the blue dots show
the mean of the 5000 slopes found following adjustment of the raw data using the specification for ENSO and
SAOD of case 1 (AFGLB− ADJ). The bookkeeping models and DGVMs used to estimate ELUC are arranged on the
x‐axis in ascending order of the trend in AFGLB− RAW. The raw and adjusted AF trends calculated using various

Figure 5. AF trend analysis for alternate MLR modeling cases as described in Table 1 in Section 2.2. (a) Trends in
AFGLB− RAW, AFGLB− ADJ, AFMLO− RAW, and AFMLO− ADJ for each case. Colored dots show the mean of slopes from the
ordinary least squares linear regression of the 5000 synthetic AF time series attained from the MC simulations. Red dots
show AFGLB− RAW, blue dots show AFGLB− ADJ, yellow dots show AFMLO− RAW, and teal dots show AFMLO− ADJ. Thick and
thin black vertical lines show the 25th to 75th and 5th to 95th percentiles of the 5000 slopes. (b) Colored dots show the MK
test P‐values for the annual median AF time series for each raw and adjusted case.
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estimates of ELUC (Figure 6) are more variable than the trends calculated using alternate MLR modeling cases to
adjust the atmospheric CO2 growth rate for a single, particular estimate of ELUC (Figure 5). The gray shading on
Figure 6 indicates the various computations of the slope of AFGLB− RAW that fall within the ±1σ standard de-
viation about the mean of the slopes calculated from the three bookkeeping models and 16 DGVMs (the other
DGVM‐based estimate utilizes the multi‐model mean, and is not considered for this uncertainty estimate). Figure
S18 in Supporting Information S1 shows results analogous to Figure 6, except the distributions are for Sen's
slopes.

We examine the statistical significance of the AF trends by assessing the distribution of the 5000 synthetic raw
and adjusted AF time series (Figures 6a–6c) and the MK test P‐values for the annual median raw and adjusted AF
time series (Figures 6d–6f) for various estimates of ELUC. The gray shaded region in Figures 6a and 6b indicates
the ELUC estimates that result in AF

GLB− RAW trends that fall ±1σ standard deviation of the mean AFGLB− RAW

calculated from the three bookkeeping and 16 DGVM ELUC estimates. In the gray shaded regions of Figures 6a
and 6b, the thin vertical lines associated with 9 out of 11 AFGLB− RAW and all of the AFGLB− ADJ values cross the

Figure 6. AF trends and their P‐values for AF calculated using various estimates of ELUC. (a) AF
GLB− RAW and AFGLB− ADJ trends for each of the three bookkeeping

models. Dots show the mean of the slopes from 5000 synthetic AF time series attained from the MC analysis. Red dots show AFGLB− RAW, blue dots show AFGLB− ADJ,
and the thick and thin black vertical lines show the show 25th to 75th and 5th to 95th percentiles of the 5000 slopes. The vertical gray shading indicates models that fall
within ±1σ standard deviation about the mean of AFGLB− RAW slopes calculated from the three bookkeeping and 16 DGVM ELUC estimates. (b) Same as (a) except for
ELUC from the 16 DGVMs and the multi‐model mean. (c) Same as (a) except here AF is calculated without an estimate for ELUC. (d) Colored dots show the MK test P‐
values for the annual median AF time series for each raw and adjusted case. (e) Same as (d) except for ELUC from the 16 DGVMs and their multi‐model mean. (f) Same
as (d) except here AF is calculated without an estimate for ELUC.
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0.0 line. This behavior indicates that these trends in AF are not statistically different from 0 at the 95% signif-
icance level. For the gray shaded regions of Figures 6d and 6e, all of the MK P‐values are greater than 0.05 (the
95% statistical significance threshold), again indicating that these trends in AF are not statistically different from
0. The positive AFGLB− RAW trends determined from the BLUE bookkeeping model and the VISIT, CLM5.0,
OCNv2, and DLEMDGVMs as well as the DLEMAFGLB− ADJ trend may be considered statistically significant at
the 95% confidence level, as the vertical black lines do not cross the 0.0 line in Figures 6a and 6b. However, since
the MK test P‐values for all of the AFGLB− RAW time series are greater than 0.05, we conclude none of these trends
differ from 0 at the 95% statistical significance threshold. The negative AFGLB− ADJ trend calculated using ELUC
from the CLASSIC DGVM is statistically significant at the 95% significance level on the basis of the vertical
black line falling below the 0.0 line (Figure 6b) and an MK test P‐value below 0.05 (Figure 6d). The trends in
AFGLB− ADJ from the CLASSIC DGVM are outliers among all of the other trends shown in Figures 6b and 6e.
Therefore, we conclude that trends in the airborne fraction of CO2 are not statistically significant from 0 at the
95% confidence level for the vast majority of cases (20 out of 21) that account for various estimates of ELUC,
found using the time series adjusted for the effects of ENSO and major volcanic eruptions.

The analysis shown in Figures 6c and 6f is included as an illustrative example to show trends in AF calculated
using EFOS as the only anthropogenic emission source of CO2. This calculation is similar to a case for AF trends
considered by Ballantyne et al. (2012). Ignoring ELUC results in a negative trend in AFGLB− ADJ of
− 0.0028 ± 0.0007 yr− 1 that is statistically significant at the 95% significance level on the basis of the vertical
black lines falling below 0 (Figure 6c) and on aMK test P‐value less than 0.05 (Figure 6f). While at face value this
result would be good news for the climate system, this approach is too simplistic because all estimates of ELUC
estimates are positive over our study period (Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1). A further narrowing of the
effect of fossil fuel emissions on the airborne fraction of CO2 without consideration of land use change could be
accomplished by analyses of trends in carbon monoxide (CO) as well as 13C (Bakwin et al., 1998) and 14C (Basu
et al., 2016, 2020; Siegenthaler & Oeschger, 1987) of atmospheric CO2, since fossil fuel and land use change
sources of carbon have different signatures on CO and the isotopic composition of CO2.

Next, we analyze the sensitivity of the raw and adjusted AF trends to the ELUC annual average and its slope,
similar to framework used in the recently published analysis by van Marle et al. (2022). Figure 7 shows AF trends
plotted as a function of the slope of ELUC from 1959 to 2021 (x‐axis) and mean value of ELUC over this same time
period (y‐axis). The color bar used for AF is the result of a simple analysis that assumes a linear fit for ELUC from
1959 to 2021, having a mean and slope corresponding to the values on the y‐axis and x‐axis, respectively. The
resulting trends for the 21 estimates of ELUC are displayed on Figure 7 at the corresponding mean and slope of the

Figure 7. AF trend sensitivity to annual average ELUC versus the slope of ELUC. (a) AF
GLB− RAW trend as a function of the

annual average ELUC (y‐axis) and its slope (x‐axis). (b) Same as (a) except for AF
GLB− ADJ. The black diagonal line represents

an AF trend of 0. Negative AF slopes are shown in blue and positive AF slopes are shown in red. The AF trend for the average
of the three bookkeeping models appears as the large circle labeled GCB‐BK (i.e., case 1). Smaller circles show the AF trend
for the individual bookkeeping models. The AF trend for the average of the 16 DGVMs appears as the large diamond labeled
GCB‐DGVM and small diamonds show the AF trend for individual DGVMs. The filled space inside each marker is colored
by the magnitude of the AF trend reported in Figure 6. One additional square marker is shown on panels (a, b): the value of
ELUC and the slope of ELUC from van Marle et al. (2022), filled using the color appropriate for their trend over the 1959 to
2019 time period.
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actual data for each ELUC time series. This analysis shows that as the annual average value of ELUC increases, the
trend in AF also rises. Conversely, as the slope of ELUC increases, the trend in AF decreases. This simple analysis
performs reasonably well at accounting for the trends in AF calculated from the 21 estimates of ELUC, as shown by
the tendency for the color‐filled markers to match the background colors.

Our analysis of the sensitivity of the trends in AF to the mean and slope of ELUC is consistent with the results of
van Marle et al. (2022), as shown by the square marker on Figure 7. van Marle et al. (2022) concluded that the
slope in the airborne fraction of CO2 declined in a statistically significant manner over the 1959 to 2019 time
period, upon adjustment for ENSO and major volcanic eruptions. This conclusion is based upon their independent
estimate of ELUC, that is not included in the GCB data set (Friedlingstein et al., 2022). The van Marle et al.
estimate of the slope and annual mean magnitude of ELUC is closest to the values of the slope and annual mean for
ELUC associated with the CLASSIC DGVM, shown in Figure 7. Details of the statistical analysis used by van
Marle et al. (2022) were questioned by Bennedsen et al. (2023), leading to a retraction by van Marle et al. (2023)
that acknowledges that their “statistical approach needs to be corrected.” Since this retraction is based on criticism
of their approach used to assess statistical significance, rather than their underlying time series of ELUC, and since
our use of their data involves only taking the mean and slope of their ELUC time series, we have included the data
from van Marle et al. (2022) on Figure 7. In this framework, the ELUC time series of van Marle et al. (2022) is an
outlier compared to all other estimates.

4. Comparison With Prior Studies
Our study examines the relative efficiency of the combined terrestrial biosphere and oceanic sinks by quantifying
the trend of the airborne fraction (AF) of atmospheric CO2 from 1959 to 2021. We show that the magnitude and in
some cases the statistical significance of the trend in AF depends on whether the CO2 growth rate is adjusted for
the influence of ENSO and major volcanic eruptions. A statistically significant positive trend in AF would signify
a change in the global carbon cycle to human‐induced climate change that results in a greater relative abundance
of CO2 accumulating in the atmosphere, thereby enhancing the effects of global warming. Conversely, a sta-
tistically significant negative trend in AF would signify a change in the global carbon cycle to human‐induced
climate change that results in a decrease in the relative abundance of CO2 accumulating in the atmosphere,
signifying an enhancement in the strength of the terrestrial biosphere and oceanic carbon sinks.

Prior studies have reached varied conclusions regarding the sign and statistical significance of the trend in AF, as
summarized in Table 2. These prior studies have examined trends in AF over a variety of time periods and have
generally used a Monte Carlo (MC) analysis to assess statistical significance. In Table 2, we compare the results
from this study to those of previous analyses over the same time period used in the prior publication. All of the
studies summarized in Table 2 that adjust the CO2 growth rate have used a single ENSO index (either the N3,
N3.4, Multivariate ENSO Index, or the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI)) to adjust for conditions in the Tropical
Pacific and the Volcanic Aerosol Index (VAI) from Ammann et al. (2003a, 2003b) as the basis for the volcanic
adjustment to the CO2 growth rate, with the exception of Frölicher et al. (2013) that used a volcanic adjustment
from an Earth System Model. For the trends denoted “this study” in Table 2, we use a time series for SAOD over
land based on data prepared for CMIP6 GCM simulations (1959–1978) and the GloSSAC v2.2 data record (1979–
2021) and ENSO indices representing conditions in both the Central and Eastern Tropical Pacific, in order to be
consistent with the baseline simulation highlighted throughout Section 3. Results for AF trend from “this study”
are given with the same units as the prior publication. The prior studies have also used various data sources for
EFOS and ELUC (Equation 1) as well as atmospheric CO2 (the basis of dCO2/dt).

First we describe studies that find AF has risen with statistical significance over time. Canadell et al. (2007) used
the SOI and VAI indices to determine the contribution of natural variability to the airborne fraction of CO2 from
ENSO and volcanic activity. They removed the effects along with any other high frequency component of AF via
a monthly “reduced noise” approach. The statistical significance of the trends in AF was tested using an MC
analysis coupled with a first‐order autoregressive (AR) model to generate synthetic time series. The MC analysis
was applied to the AF time series alone and not to each component used to compute AF. Canadell et al. (2007)
concluded that AF had risen at a rate of 0.25 ± 0.21% yr− 1 from 1959 to 2006 with a statistical significance at the
89% level. They also noted this rise in AF was faster than expected, based on an analysis of output from 11 climate
models. Most importantly, Canadell et al. (2007) report “nearly identical proportional trends in AF” with and
without an adjustment for the influence of ENSO and major volcanic eruptions. Conversely, our AF trend for
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1959 to 2006 is 0.18 ± 0.19% yr− 1 without such an adjustment, which is more than twice the value of
0.07 ± 0.19% yr− 1 found using the adjusted time series for dCO2/dt. Therefore, the difference between our
conclusion of little to no rise in the AF of CO2 over the 1959 to 2006 time period, compared to the conclusion of
Canadell et al. (2007) that AF had risen in a statistically significant manner at the 89% confidence level, is likely
due to differences in how the adjustments for ENSO and volcanoes have been implemented.

The studies of Raupach et al. (2008), Le Quéré et al. (2009), and Raupach et al. (2014) (hereafter RLQR) all report
a statistically significant rise in the AF of CO2 over various time periods (Table 2). These three studies were
conducted by many of the same persons as the Canadell et al. (2007) study, and a similar methodology was used to
adjust dCO2/dt in all of these studies. As for the comparison of our AF trend values to those from Canadell
et al. (2007), we find better agreement with the values for the AF trends of RLQR (i.e., 0.18 ± 0.19% yr− 1,
0.15 ± 0.18% yr− 1, and 0.10 ± 0.16% yr− 1 for time periods of 1959–2006, 1959 to 2008, and 1959 to 2013,
respectively) using AFGLB− RAW rather than the values found using AFGLB− ADJ shown in Table 2.

Two other studies shown in Table 2 have accounted for natural variability when analyzing the trend in the AF of
atmospheric CO2 (Frölicher et al., 2013; Knorr, 2009). Each of these studies show that the trend in AF may be
negative (Table 2). We find a similar estimate for the AF trend over 1959 to 2007 reported by Knorr (2009) (their
− 0.02± 0.17% yr− 1 compared to our 0.06± 0.19% yr− 1). Similar to Knorr (2009), we conclude these small trends
are not statistically significant. Most interestingly, Knorr (2009) used the N3 index and VAI to account for ENSO
and volcanic influences on dCO2/dt, which are the same parameters used by Raupach et al. (2008, 2014) for the
1959 to 2006 and 1959 to 2013 periods, respectively. The similarity of our trend with that of Knorr (2009), and the
difference of our trend reported in the two Raupach et al. (2008, 2014) studies, underscores that the likely root
cause of the difference between our conclusions compared to those of RLQR is likely due to the methodology
used to adjust for the influence of natural variability on dCO2/dt.

Frölicher et al. (2013) quantify the effect of volcanic eruptions on dCO2/dt using the NCAR CSM1.4‐carbon
model. They report a longer impact of volcanic eruptions on the global carbon cycle than one would find using a
linear assumption between aerosol index data (i.e., such as our SAOD) and dCO2/dt. Frölicher et al. (2013) report
a decline in AF of − 0.17 ± 0.07% yr− 1 over 1960–2009, whereas we find a slight rise of 0.02 ± 0.18% yr− 1.
Neither of these trends are statistically significant at the 1σ (68%) level. Nonetheless, if the approach adopted by
Frölicher et al. (2013) to adjust for volcanic influence is more realistic than the method used here as well as in
most other prior studies, this would be good news for Earth's climate system because the negative AF trend
reported by Frölicher et al. implies there might be feedbacks in the coupled climate—carbon cycle system that
lead to more effective sequestration of anthropogenic CO2 over time. It is also possible that differences between

Table 2
Trends in AF From Prior Research Compared to Trends From This Study

Analysis
Study
period

ENSO &
volcanic
adjusted AF trend prior study

Statistically
significant

AFGLB− RAW trend
this study

AFGLB− ADJ trend
this study

Statistically
significant

Canadell et al. (2007) 1959–2006 Yes 0.25 ± 0.21% yr− 1 Yes (89%) 0.18 ± 0.19% yr− 1 0.07 ± 0.19% yr− 1 No

Raupach et al. (2008) 1959–2006 Yes 0.24 ± 0.14% yr− 1 Yes (92%) 0.18 ± 0.19% yr− 1 0.07 ± 0.19% yr− 1 No

Le Quéré et al. (2009) 1959–2008 Yes 0.30 ± 0.20% yr− 1 Yes (90%) 0.15 ± 0.18% yr− 1 0.06 ± 0.18% yr− 1 No

Raupach et al. (2014) 1959–2013 Yes 0.24 ± 0.20% yr− 1 Yes (89%) 0.10 ± 0.16% yr− 1 0.01 ± 0.16% yr− 1 No

Knorr (2009) 1959–2007 Yes − 0.02 ± 0.17% yr− 1 No 0.18 ± 0.18% yr− 1 0.06 ± 0.19% yr− 1 No

Frölicher et al. (2013) 1960–2009 Yes − 0.17 ± 0.07% yr− 1 No 0.13 ± 0.18% yr− 1 0.02 ± 0.18% yr− 1 No

Ballantyne et al. (2012) 1959–2010 No 0.0012 ± 0.0010 yr− 1 No 0.0009 ± 0.0012 yr− 1 0.0002 ± 0.0013 yr− 1 No

Bennedsen et al. (2019) 1959–2016 No 0.0011 ± 0.0018 yr− 1 No 0.0010 ± 0.0010 yr− 1 0.0000 ± 0.0011 yr− 1 No

Note. The study period of each prior analysis, whether or not the growth rate of CO2 or AF was adjusted for the influence of ENSO and major volcanic eruptions in the
prior analysis, the AF trend from the prior study, and whether the prior study reported statistical significance for the trend in AF. If statistical significance was reported,
the level of significance is given within parentheses. Trends in AF found from this study for the baseline case of Section 3, for the raw CO2 growth rate (AF

GLB− RAW) and
for the growth rate adjusted for ENSO and major volcanoes (AFGLB− ADJ) are shown for the time period of the prior study, in the units as the prior study. The uncertainty
for AF trends from prior studies and this study are shown at the ±1σ level.
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AF trends reported in prior studies and those found using our baseline case are due to differences in emissions of
CO2 due to land use change, given the sensitivity of trends in AF

GLB− RAW and AFGLB− ADJ to ELUC shown in
Figures 6 and 7. It is beyond the scope of this analysis to re‐compute trends in AFGLB− RAW and AFGLB− ADJ using
the original values of ELUC from the prior studies, given the lack of data archiving associated with prior
publications.

Ballantyne et al. (2012) and Bennedsen et al. (2019) reported AF trends without adjusting for the influence of
ENSO and major volcanic eruptions. Our values for the trends in AFGLB− RAW given in Table 2 are in close
quantitative agreement with values reported by both of these prior studies. Similarly, we all find no statistical
significance to these trends at the 1σ level. Bennedsen et al. (2019) used an estimate for ELUC similar to that of our
baseline case, albeit from an earlier GCB report. Ballantyne et al. (2012) incorporated three independent estimates
for ELUC in a Monte Carlo framework. Given the importance of the adjustment for natural variability on the AF
trend, we shall not provide further details of these two prior studies.

5. Conclusions
We analyze the growth rate of atmospheric CO2 from 1959 to 2021 using a multiple linear regression (MLR)
model that includes time series that represent anthropogenic emissions of CO2 from the combustion of fossil fuels,
cement production, and land use change, as well as the strength of El Niño‐Southern Oscillation (ENSO) events
and major volcanic eruptions. Output from the MLR model is used to adjust the growth rate of atmospheric CO2
for natural variability due to ENSO and volcanoes. Trends in the airborne fraction of atmospheric CO2 are
quantified using data representing both the observed raw and adjusted global atmospheric CO2 growth rate
(dCO2/dt). The MLRmodel accounts for approximately 77% of the observed inter‐annual variability in the global
atmospheric CO2 growth rate.

The first critical component of our study is evaluation of trends in the airborne fraction atmospheric of CO2 (AF)
using a raw time series for dCO2/dt (termed AF

GLB− RAW) and an adjustment of dCO2/dt for natural variability
arising from ENSO and major volcanic eruptions (termed AFGLB− ADJ). The adjustment of dCO2/dt for natural
variability is essential because most of the significant El Niño events that increase dCO2/dt occurred in the last
four decades of the 1959 to 2021 study period, whereas all of the major volcanic activity that decrease dCO2/dt
occurred in the first four decades. The second critical component of our study is evaluation of trends in AF for
numerous time series of the emission of CO2 due to land use change (ELUC), which we obtained from the 2022
Global Carbon Budget (GCB) report (Friedlingstein et al., 2022). The third critical component of our study is the
quantitative evaluation of the uncertainty of trends in AFGLB− RAW and AFGLB− ADJ using 5000 member, auto‐
regressive Monte Carlo analysis, based on the approach of Ballantyne et al. (2012, 2015). Finally, we also
quantify trends and uncertainty in AFGLB− RAW and AFGLB− ADJ for various start and end years, facilitating the
comparison to prior published analyses and allowing for the robustness of trends for the entire 1959 to 2021 time
period to be assessed.

The baseline simulation of AFGLB− RAW and AFGLB− ADJ uses indices for ENSO conditions in the CP and EP and
ELUC based on the average of the three bookkeeping‐model time series published by GBC 2022. For the 1959 to
2021 time period, the trend in AFGLB− RAW is 0.0009 ± 0.0009 yr− 1 and the trend in AFGLB− ADJ is
− 0.0001 ± 0.0010 yr− 1, with a Sen's slope of 0.0011 ± 0.0009 yr− 1 and 0.0001 ± 0.0006 yr− 1. Neither trend
differs from 0 with statistical significance at the 2σ (95%) level based upon the Mann‐Kendall test P‐values, as
well as the probability distribution of trends found from the MC analysis. There are certain combinations of start
and end years that yield increases in AF that are statistically significant at the 2σ level, but the vast majority of
these pockets of statistical significance are associated with AFGLB− RAW rather than AFGLB− ADJ (Figure 4).
Consequently, upon adjustment for the influence of natural variability and use of the mean of the three GCB 2022
bookkeeping estimates for ELUC, it is extremely likely that the relative efficiency of the combined global
terrestrial biosphere and oceanic carbon sinks has been constant relative to anthropogenic emissions over the past
six decades.

The most important component in the uncertainty of trends in both AFGLB− RAW and AFGLB− ADJ is the specifi-
cation of the global, annual emission of CO2 due to land use change (ELUC). Therefore, we quantified AF trends
for each of the three bookkeeping estimates for ELUC published by GCB 2022, as well as the 16 time series for
ELUC from various Dynamic Global Vegetative Models (DGVMs) (Figure 6). There is considerable spread in the
trend of both AFGLB− RAW and AFGLB− ADJ for the various ELUC estimates. This spread highlights one of the most
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important conclusions of our study: more precise knowledge of the actual value of the trend in the airborne
fraction of atmospheric CO2 requires resolving the current large differences in various estimates of ELUC. For all
cases the trend in AFGLB− RAW exceeds that of AFGLB− ADJ, further highlighting the importance of the adjustment
of dCO2/dt for natural variability (Figure 6). None of the trends in AF

GLB− RAW are statistically significant from
0 at the 95% confidence level, whereas one of the trends in AFGLB− ADJ (for the CLASSIC DGVM) exhibits a
statistically significant decline over the 1959 to 2021 time period. Since the value of ELUC from the CLASSIC
DGVM is an outlier compared to the other ELUC estimates (Figures 6 and 7), the overall analysis leads us to
conclude it is very likely that the relative efficiency of the combined global terrestrial biosphere and oceanic
carbon sinks has been fairly constant on a global scale over the past six decades.

Data Availability Statement
The global atmospheric CO2 data was downloaded from NOAA Earth System Research Laboratories (ESRL) at
https://gml.noaa.gov/ccgg/trends/gl_data.html (Lan & Thoning, 2023), the atmospheric CO2 data observed at
Mauna Loa, Hawaii was downloaded from NOAA ESRL at https://gml.noaa.gov/ccgg/trends/data.html (Tans &
NOAA/GML, 2023; Keeling & Scripps Institution of Oceanography, 2023), and the atmospheric CO2 observed at
the South Pole was downloaded from the Scripps CO2 Program at https://scrippsco2.ucsd.edu/data/atmospheric_
co2/spo.html (Keeling & Scripps Institution of Oceanography, 2023). All anthropogenic CO2 emissions data were
obtained from the “2022 Global Budget 2022 v1.0” file downloaded from https://www.icos‐cp.eu/science‐and‐
impact/global‐carbon‐budget/2022 (Global Carbon Project, 2022). A description of the Volcanic Forcing data set
for CMIP6 GCMs can be found at https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pU9IiJvPJwRvIgVaSDdJ4O0Jeorv_
2ekEtted34K9cA/edit#heading=h.jdoykiw7tpen (Durack & Taylor, 2022); the actual stratospheric extinction
coefficient data set used in our analysis is the CMIP_1850_2014_extinction_550nm_strat_only_v3. nc file
available at https://arggit.usask.ca/cj/eva‐data‐hub/‐/tree/main/data (University of Saskatchewan) (Ogilvie &
Toohey, 2022) and https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10392761 (Bennett, 2023). The GloSSAC v2.2 data set was
downloaded from https://opendap.larc.nasa.gov/opendap/GloSSAC/GloSSAC_2.2/contents.html (Thomason
et al., 2022). The Volcanic Aerosol Index of Ammann et al. (2003a, 2003b) was downloaded from NOAA
National Centers for Environmental Information at https://www.ncei.noaa.gov/access/paleo‐search/ by searching
for the Ammann et al. (2003a, 2003b) Monthly Volcanic Forcing Data for Climate Modeling 1890–1999 data set.
The Stratospheric Aerosol Optical Depth data set of Sato et al. (1993) was downloaded from https://data.giss.
nasa.gov/modelforce/strataer/ (Sato et al., 2016). All ENSO indices (Reynolds et al., 2002) were downloaded
from the NOAA National Centers for Environmental Prediction Climate Prediction Center at https://www.cpc.
ncep.noaa.gov/data/indices/ (NOAA/CPC, 2023). Finally, the Matlab code and data files used in the analysis and
to produce related figures is available at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10392761 (Bennett, 2023).
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